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About This Game

Close Order is an arcade shooter with one simple goal: become a badass armada! It's not about you. It's about other ships around
you known as minions that exponentially increase your firepower!

Defeat enemies for parts. Combine those parts into minions. Move them around your armada however you please. Become
badass!

Play through a short, episodic narrative in Story mode to discover the fate of humanity, or boot up Survival mode for fast-paced
action!

Features

Grow from a single ship into a massive armada!

Plays like a shooter, feels like arcade, acts like tower defense, relies on strategy, and is always distinctly bullet hell!

Experience the remnants of the galaxy post-Earth in Story mode.

Tackle the story your way: missions are set up in an episodic fashion through interconnected hub worlds.

Not in it for the story? No problem! Boot up Survival mode where you start with nothing and must grow your armada in
order to survive.
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Duke it out in Simple Survival, where levels have pre-made waves of progressively stronger enemies.

Too easy? Take it one step further with Custom Chaos, a customizable version of Simple Survival that allows you to
choose the level you'd like to play, the type and difficulty of enemies, and the amount of enemies you wish to face.

Whether you want a powerful story or a badass gameplay experience, Close Order has it all!
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Possibly one of the coolest ideas for an fps I have played since SUPERHOT

Only downside is that there are not many players. But this shouldn't discourage you. The more people buy this game the more
players there will be, so don't not buy it just because there aren't many players. That's just making it harder for the game to
grow. Help it grow. You can always play against bots in the meantime. If you are looking for players go to their the official
discord.. wasabi ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Must play. One of the best games.. Waaay better than I expected. easy to learn, graphics are great and
you lose yourself just a little bit in the environment. I hope they update with a plot..... multiplay not work.. Gave me boner for 5
mins then got bored then typed mario rule 34 and that was alot more fun. The gamepad controls are sadly so bad that it can be
considered basically broken for couch play. After the first "level", it really did seem to be. I could hit "select" to "exit the
campfire", or I could click start/A to move the items to my backpack after which hitting "select" wouldn't offer to exit, and no
other buttons worked except for moving the items back into the camp, so it seemed I couldn't progress and that something was
seriously broken. The in-game controls are also very confusing and the developer really needs to come up with a simpler logical
control scheme for gamepads.

If your heart is intent on playing with a gamepad, you can probably skip this one.. Beautiful tribute to the old Dungeon
Master/Eye of the Beholder games. Everything works perfectly with no slowdown, bugs or anything that will put you off playing
it. Decent graphics, good sound effects and relaxing music with everything just coming together and working the way it should.
Combat is fun, puzzles are just right and game keeps you playing it without frustration. Good price at the moment and the dev
listens to people which is something always worth supporting. Bought it on sale but would have been happy to have paid full
price. I heard the game isn't super long but for the price and enjoyment it's well worth supporting :). Not possible to start on
Windows 10 :/
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Burgers is a small action adventure indie game, where we follow a unique soldier to investigate an get rid of a heavy task that
soon will threatening the world peace.

The game offers co-op and singleplayer, either with keyboard or a controller. You will have the option to level up your current
german hero, and its weapons. You have alot to choose between, which is either machineguns, pistols, mele weapons and
character before you will face and stop monsters and the germans evil plans. The whole game will be based either as storylined
or arena, to fight the monsters. In the storyline you have a option to re-play missions and finish the 2.5 hour storyline content on
normal, if not hard is the one you search.

If you search a short story indie rpg game, then this is worth a short.

Here is a demo:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B3FF75PLYvI. A game that manages to be both relaxing and tense in a surreal setting.
Plan your descent with just flashes of light to guide you. Enemies have dim trails showing their path but it's still easy to be
caught off guard, often the only warning before death is the rapid beating of your characters heart. The phase ability can be a
life saver, feels great when you are descending and not aware of any enemies near by but then you realize your heart is beating
louder so you slam phase just in time :). This does NOT add a new upgrade to the game. It only unlocks an existing upgrade
early. Do not buy.. I first played it on mobile,
Only played for a little bit on PC.
It is the same, without ads, and of course, on a bigger screen.
Pretty addictive, simple, yet fascinating.

You *can* play it like a traditional, turn based RPG game,
Or as a simple management game.

You can attack manually, or let your party attack by themselves.
Choose the gear you FIND in dungeons (or buy in the shop for dirt cheap)
or let them be equipped automatically.

Manage different classes, items, boosts, powers, items, in a very simple yet effective way.

The best of all is you DON'T need to pay even a cent, EVERYTHING if unlockable with igc (in game currency)
what you *HAVE* to do is recruit 5 adventurers, the rest is optional (and fun). A fantasatic Roguelike! Super fun progression
system, both within each run, and in the way of permanent unlockables.
But don't just take my word for it...
You can try the first Cardinal Quest for free at NewGrounds (link)[www.newgrounds.com], and the phone version of Cardinal
Quest 2 for free on both Android (link)[play.google.com] and iOS! (link)
If you enjoy those anywhere near as much as I did, the Steam version (which has more content) will be a great purchase.. A
genuinely interesting and challenging match 3 game.
It also comes with a good story and great anime styled character graphics.

If it had a particular flaw or negative, it would be how surprisingly challenging the Match 3 levels were. You had a certain
amount of moves, had to clear a certain amount of columns and THEN you have to get rid of all the \u2018wishes\u2019 on the
board. Clearing it was sometimes difficult because of how the pieces fell and it is impossible to make a row when it has two on
the bottom and one on top of them because there is no way to switch the pieces into a row.

But I found the challenge made it more interesting that way.
. Lovely weather today.. It not working. I have no words... Just brilliant. It left me wanting more
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